Basics of Product Listing
Chapter 4

Product listing is the most effective way for buyers to learn about products. This guide will give you a
comprehensive introduction to product listings, and a brief introduction to the importance of product
listings through customers’ purchasing behavior. You can also learn more about the preparations for
uploading product listings, specific uploading procedures, and self-examination and evaluation criteria.
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4. Uploading steps and
quality check

It is important for Amazon Sellers to get familiar with the uploading steps of different listings, which can
help you make the right choice and increase uploading efficiency. In addition, you can also use the
evaluation criteria list to evaluate the quality of your listings, thus increasing click-through rate and
conversion rate.
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This material includes 4 chapters. To study other chapters, please refer to the search guide on the Related
Topics page to find what you want.
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4.1 Ways of uploading and specific steps
Characteristics of three uploading means

Strengths

(Not applicable)

Upload one at a time

Direct filling in the backend, intuitive
and easy to operate

Slow if there are many variants;
Inconvenient to look up information
when modifying in bulk

Upload in bulk

Upload a large number of products at
one time, fast and efficient; Partial
Update supported

Only for professional Sellers; error
reporting is likely if the template is
incorrectly filled in. You need to find
the corresponding cause and re-upload
the modified template

Allow sync of commodities of the
source Store to one or more target
Stores, with automate pricing
configurable

Only for professional Sellers with
linking accounts and in good standing;
EBC/A+ sync unsupported

BIL
(Build International
Listings)

4.1.1 Upload one at a time (Add a Product)
• Definition
• An interactive tool that guides you through the process of adding and maintaining inventory.
• Scope of application
• For all Sellers;
• Applicable for adding one product at a time and less than 100 in total;
• Applicable for posting products within the stipulated range of product categories pursuant to
the "Requirements and Restrictions".
• Two usage scenarios
• Match to an existing product listing: If you have a product you want to sell which already exists
on Amazon, you must match to the existing product detail page.
• Create a new product listing: If the product you want to sell does not exist on Amazon, you can
list a new product and Amazon will create a new product detail page.
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• Specific procedure
• Match to an existing product listing: Select "Add a Product" from the "Inventory" drop-down,
and search for the product you want to sell on Amazon. Results are more accurate if you search
for a product name such as a UPC, EAN, ISBN, or ASIN.

Sample for reference

Sample for reference
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• If you locate the product you want to sell, perform these steps:
Click "Sell this product” > enter your offer details in the provided data fields > click “Save and
finish".
Note: Required fields are marked with an asterisk.

Sample for reference

Sample for reference
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Sample for reference

• Create a new product listing: If you are unable to locate your product using "Add a Product",
you can create a new product listing on Amazon. Before creating a new listing on Amazon,
ensure that you have the following information available:
Information to provide

Bullet point description

Product Identifier

Most products have a unique identification code, such as a UPC, EAN, JAN, or ISBN.
It ensures accurate information on the product detail page.

Offer Details

Offer details include the product's condition, price, quantity, shipping options, etc.
You can update your offer information at any time.

Product Details

Product details include product name (title), brand, category, description, and
images. These details give buyers a clear view of the product being offered and can
be used to highlight special features. Mandatory attributes are subject to change
depending on the category you are listing your products in.

Keywords and search
terms

Accurate and effective keywords can make your products easier for buyers to find.
To learn more, see Using search terms effectively.
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• Select “Add a Product” from the "Inventory" drop-down, and then click “I’m adding a product
not sold on Amazon”.

Sample for reference

• Search for your product’s category and click the Search icon button. Choosing your category
accurately can help buyers find products more easily.

Sample for reference

(This is a step of search)
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Sample for reference

(This is a step of browse)

• Once you enter the required information in the tabs provided, you can click “Save changes” to
complete the listing process. You can edit the information for your product listings anytime.

Sample for reference
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• Note:
• Detail pages are shared with other sellers who offer the same product. Amazon chooses what
information to include on the product detail page based on manufacturer and Seller
contributions. To learn more, please refer to Product detail pages and offers.
• Amazon displays listings with relevant and accurate information on the detail page. It is
highly recommended that you provide appropriate information for your product listings,
to help buyers make a well-informed purchase. Review the following help guides for best
practices while listing a product:
• Amazon Services Quick Start Style Guide
• Product image requirements
• Product Listing Guidelines

4.1.2 Upload in bulk (inventory file templates)
• Definition
• Tab-delimited text files that include all of the information to list your products on Amazon.
• Scope of application
• Available to Sellers with Professional Selling Plan;
• Used to add more than 100 products at one time;
• Easy editing in Excel;
• Custom templates for each product type.
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• Preparations before uploading in bulk
• Install a spreadsheet program if you don’t already have one on your computer, for example
Microsoft Excel.
• Identify the product category for your products. See Classify Your Products Using the Product
Classifier.
• Request approval (if necessary) to sell in specific product categories. See Categories and
Products Requiring Approval.
• Match your products to the Amazon catalog. Amazon creates listings for your products based
on information you include in your file in the following order.
• Match ISBN, UPC, or EAN: If your file includes a product identifier (ISBN, UPC or
EAN) for any product and a matching identifier exists on Amazon, we will attempt to
find a match for your product using the information you provide.
• Match manufacturer or biographical information: If your file does not include ISBN,
UPC or EAN identifiers for a particular product, we will attempt to match based on
manufacturer or bibliographic information you've submitted in your file. An exact
match is required to create a listing.
• Create new listings: If we cannot find matches to our existing catalog using product
identifiers or manufacturer or biographical information, and you provided enough
data in the upload file, we will create new product pages for listings with enough
provided data.
• Enable Macros in Excel to perform data validation, correct errors, and automate some of the
tasks in populating and uploading your file. File templates for the Inventory Loader, Book
Loader, Music Loader, and Video Loader include the macros to help simplify creating your
inventory files. You can find the macros on the Excel Add-Ins menu in the toolbar at the top
of the template:
• Validate
• Upload File
• Import File
• Update Template
• For more details on how to use each of the above macros, see Use Template Macros.
• To get started with macros, see Enable macros in Excel.
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• Specific procedure
• Under Inventory on Seller Central, click Add Products via Upload.

Sample for reference

• Choose categories of your products and the type of template.

Sample for reference
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• Specific procedure
• Fill in the inventory file template.

Sample for reference

• Upload your inventory file after checking.

Sample for reference
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• Check the inventory file upload status.
In case of any errors reported, please modify your inventory file and upload it again.
• Note:
• For more detailed instructions, watch the video tutorial as below:
• Video 1: “Add your products using inventory files”

• Video 2: “List your products”

• If you want to learn more about the details of “upload in bulk”, click here to find more.
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4.1.3 Build International Listings (BIL)
• Definition
• The Build International Listings (BIL) tool is a self-service tool that helps Sellers instantly
identify existing product pages, replicate sales intelligence, and synchronize prices from a
source Store (e.g., Amazon US), to create and update offers from a single source Store to one
or more target Stores. Sellers can save time and effort by managing offers in one Store only.
• Scope of application
• Available to Sellers with Professional Selling Plan
• Have a Unified Account or linking accounts
• European Unified Account if using Build International Listings in Europe
• North America Unified Account if using Build International Listings in North America
• Linked accounts between regions if using Build International Listings across regions
• Accounts in good standing in the Store to be connected
• Your offers should meet the following requirements so they can be connected and
synchronized
• Product detail pages with a same ASIN must exist in both the source Store and target
Store;
• An ASIN must have an active offer in the source Store.
• A product must comply with all applicable laws, and not be prohibited in the target
Store.
• A seller must be approved for restricted products or categories.
• Note:
• The easiest way to tell whether you have a Unified Account or linked accounts is to click the
Store switcher at the top of your selling account and see whether other Stores (North
America: Amazon.com, Amazon.ca and Amazon.com.mx; Europe: Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.de,
Amazon.fr, Amazon.it and Amazon.es) appear.
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• Scope of information synchronization and automatic translation

Synchronization

是否可以
Automatic
translation

A+

×

×

√

Review

√

×

√

√

Inventory

×

×

√

√

Price

√

×

Synchronization

Is it
Automatic
translation

Product
Image

√

×

Title

√

Bullet points
Description

• Specific procedure
• Select "Sell Globally” from the "Inventory" drop-down menu, click "Build International
Listings", and click "Get started".

Sample for reference
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• Choose your source and target Stores, and click “Save and Continue”.

Sample for reference

• Click "Change Product", select the product you want to replicate in the target Store (set rules
or select specific products), and click "Save and continue".

Sample for reference
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• Define your default Price rule and click "Save and continue".

Sample for reference

• Review your settings, save and agree to sync.
• Wait for Amazon to process the connections. You will get an email when this is complete.
• Review the status of your offers on the dashboard and check the Build International Listings
Status Report.
• Update connections and exclude products.
• Note:
• For more detailed instructions, please watch a video tutorial
• Video: “Introduction to International Listings”
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4.2 List of evaluation criteria for uploading quality
• Quality Evaluation Sheet - 1

Self-check

Indicator(s) involved

Matters to be checked

81

B

There is still room for optimization

Item

Indicator(s) involved

Items

Yes/No

Has a brand name?

Page views
(internal/external)

A brand name is provided

Yes

Has a main image?

Page views (internal)

A main image is provided

Yes

Can the main image
be zoomed in?

Conversion rate

When the mouse cursor is placed on the product
image on the PC terminal, the image is zoomed in
to show more details

No

Has more than 3
images?

Conversion rate

There are more than 3 images

Yes

Is the title length
appropriate?

Page views (internal)

The title is within 80 characters

Yes

Page views
Does the title contain
(internal/external) /
the brand name?
conversion rate

The title contains the brand name

Yes

Is the length of search
Page views (internal)
term appropriate?

SL: Less than 250 bytes (appr. 83 chars);
Other categories: less than 500 bytes (appr. 165
chars)
Note: 1 full-width char = appr. 3 bytes

Yes

Is the number of
search terms
appropriate?

Page views (internal)

There is an appropriate number of search terms,
generally 5 to 30 words

Yes

More than 3 bullet
points?

Page views
(internal/external) /
conversion rate

There are at least 3 or more bullet points
(preferably all 5 pieces)

No
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• Quality Evaluation Sheet - 2

Self-check

Indicator(s) involved

Matters to be checked

81

B

There is still room for optimization

Item

Indicator(s) involved

Has product
description?

Page views
(internal/external) /
conversion rate

Is A+ built?

Page views (external)

Is
recommended_browse
Page views (internal)
_node
configured?
Is the browse node a
leaf node?

Page views
(internal/external) /
conversion rate

Is color_map
configured (only for
Page views (internal)
apparel, footwear and
bags)

Is size_map
configured? (only for
Page views (internal)
apparel, footwear and
bags)

Items
There is a product description. Without a product
description, the product will not appear in the
search results. Good product descriptions help
increase external traffic and increase conversion
rates
There is an A+ page. The A+ page may help
achieve the search engine optimization (SEO)
effect, and by providing information required for
purchase, it can increase page views and
conversion rate.

Yes/No

Yes

No

The browse node is correctly selected

Yes

The current browse node is a leaf node

Yes

Amazon's Color Map has been filled. When the
customer selects the corresponding color in the
filter information on the upper left side of the
page, it will be displayed in the filter results
(For a category other than apparel, footwear and
bags, select Yes)
Amazon's Size Map has been filled. When the
customer selects the corresponding size in the
filter information on the upper left side of the
page, it will be displayed in the filter results
(For a category other than apparel, footwear and
bags, please select Yes)

Yes

Yes

Is size_map
configured (only
required for the
Fashion category)

Page views (internal)

The model_year field has been filled (select Yes
for a non-fashion category)

Yes

Is size_map
configured (only
required for the
Fashion category)

Page views (internal)

Season is logged in (select Yes for a category
other than fashion)

Yes
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4.3 Common error codes and solutions
• Common error codes for upload in bulk - 1
Error code

Error code explanation

Solution

Invalid image URL

Provide a valid image URL, better ended by “.jpg”, stored in a public
web space

8026

Not authorized to list products
in this category

Please find help from Seller Support: Get support > Contact us > Sell
on Amazon > Products and Inventory; and confirm if you are
authorized for the category.

8541

Single matching error

Please check if your Product ID corresponds to the Product ID of an
existing ASIN on Amazon Store.

8058

An invalid value for the
specified field name
is provided in your inventory
file template

Please correct your product data with a valid value in the specified
field.

8560

Product ID doesn't match any
ASINs

Please provide a correct Product ID.

4400

Please find help from Support: Get support > Contact us > Sell on
The product you attempt to list
Amazon > Products and Inventory; submit review application and rerequire review
list the product upon approval.

20000

90202
/6024

The item/brand you are trying
to list
is currently restricted

Please contact Seller Support:
Get support > Contact us > Sell on Amazon > Products and Inventory
> Issues on listing products

99001

Your input file has missing
columns or invalid values
assigned to them

Add the required columns or assign the correct values, and resubmit
your feed.

8573

We have identified potential
matches
for the product you are listing.

Before attempting to list, please search the Amazon catalog first to
see if you can
find an already existing listing. If your product does not yet exist and
needs to be listed with a new ASIN, please contact Seller Support and
mention error code 8573.

8571

You have reached the limit on
the number of ASINs you are
allowed to create

8575

As the system has detected
that you have created a large
number of new products in a
short period of time, your
permission to create ASINs is
temporarily suspended
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• Common error codes for upload in bulk - 2

Error code

Error code explanation

Solution

8542

Multiple matching error. It
occurs when your Product ID
(UPC, EAN, JAN, ISBN, etc.) is
currently associated with two
or more ASINs, but the other
attributes you have provided in
your inventory template (title,
brand, color, size, etc.) do not
match with any of these ASINs.

Please follow the steps as below to test and fix the error:
• Check to make sure that the Product ID you have provided
is correct. If it’s incorrect, enter the correct Product ID in
your file and resubmit.
If you have provided the correct Product ID, follow these
steps:
• Update the attributes in your file to match those
in the catalog (these attributes are provided in the
error report) and resubmit your file; OR
• Replace your entry under the Product ID and
Product ID Type column with the ASIN provided in
the error report and resubmit your file.
• If you failed to solve this issue through the error report,
please contact Seller Support:
Get support > Contact us > Products and Inventory >
Issues on listing products > Issues on uploading inventory
file
Information required in case creating: template ID
• If the information in the Amazon catalog for this product
appears to be incorrect, please contact Selling Support.
Get support > Contact us > Products and Inventory >
Issues on product page > Fix product page

8572

Please contact Seller Support:
Get support > Contact us > Sell on Amazon > Products and Inventory
> Issues on listing products > Provide an ASIN or SKU and contact
Seller Support with following information:
• Screenshot of Error 8572
• Brand name
UPCs, E ANs, ISBNs, ASINs
• Manufacturer name
or JAN Codes mismatching
• Complete Title of product
• UPC / EANs
• GS1 certificate (or) screenshot from GS1 database
showing the UPC / EAN owner
• Proof of relation between the brand and UPC / EAN
owner
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• Common error codes for upload in bulk - 3

Error description

Solution

Regarding the issue of SKU being occupied, you can use the Inventory Loader tool to delete the
SKU in the inventory record. You may reuse the SKU 24 hours after the deletion. Specific steps
are as below:
•

Download Inventory Loader template by the following path (switch the backend
language to English before downloading):
Inventory > Add Products Via Upload > Download an Inventory File > expand

You are prompted

Inventory File > click Inventory Loader > Click Here to download the template; you

that the SKU has
been occupied
when creating a
product

may also click here for more information.
•

Fill in the required information: Fill product SKUs in the SKU column, and select "x" in

the "Add-Delete" column
•

After filling in the information required, save it as a text file (tab delimited)

•

Upload the file at the second step of bulk upload. Select "Inventory Loader File" for
File Type.

•

After the upload, you will find the Batch ID of the template in the "Monitor Upload
Status" column on the "Add Products via Upload” page.

If you want to know more, click here for more information.

• If you fail to find a solution for your issue through the above sheet, you can log in to Amazon Seller
Central and enter "error code description" in the search bar or find more approaches via quick links:
North America Store , Europe Store, Japan Store.
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• Issues related to brand

No.

Description and solution
We have identified you may be misusing the Brand field and not complying with the Brand
Name Policy. If you believe you are complying with our policy, contact Selling Partner
Support and mention error code 5661.

5661

When contacting Selling Partner Support, provide the following information:
The brand name used when creating the listing.
Real-world images of the product and/or packaging, showing branding on either. The
images can show the product and/or packaging held in hand or placed on a table. The
branding must be permanently affixed.
If using inventory file templates, please also provide the Batch ID of the inventory file
process report.
We have identified you may be listing a generic product and not using Generic as the brand
name, which is not compliant with the Brand Name Policy. If you believe you are complying
with our policy, please contact Selling Partner Support and mention error code 5664.

5664

When contacting Selling Partner Support, provide the following information:
The brand name used when creating the listing.
Real-world images of the product and/or packaging, showing branding on either. The
images can show the product and/or packaging held in hand or placed on a table. The
branding must be permanently affixed.
If using inventory file templates, please also provide the Batch ID of the inventory file
process report.
Amazon must approve your brand before you can use it to list products. Brands should be
registered through Brand Registry, but if your brand is not eligible for Brand Registry, you
can obtain an exception by contacting Selling Partner Support and mentioning error code
5665.

5665

When contacting Selling Partner Support, provide the following information:
The brand name used when creating the listing.
Real-world images of the product and/or packaging, showing branding on either. The
images can show the product and/or packaging held in hand or placed on a table. The
branding must be permanently affixed.
If using inventory file templates, please also provide the Batch ID of the inventory file
process report.

• If you fail to find a solution for your issue through the above sheet, you can log in to Amazon Seller Central
and enter "Amazon Brand Name Policy" in the search bar or find more approaches via quick links: North
America Store, Europe Store, Japan Store.
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4.4 Listing quality tools
Listing quality tools include Fix Your Product and Listing Quality Dashboard. Now we are going to give you a
detailed introduction to them.
4.4.1 Fix Your Product (suppressed)
• What does it do?

Fix suppressed listings
Help Sellers find and fix SKUs that are suppressed in search due to quality issues of
the listing detail page (such as missing color or size, missing main image, and too
long title).

• Applicable Stores:
All Stores
• What is a suppressed listing?
A listing suppressed from being displayed in search results is one we remove from product searches
on Amazon's website for quality reasons. Until the Seller takes further action, the suppressed listing
in the search results will not appear in customers’ search.
• Way to check:
1. Click “Manage Inventory” from the “Inventory” drop-down menu

Sample for reference
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2. Click “Suppressed”;

Sample for reference

3. Click “Suppressed in search results” on the “Fix your products” page to view details.

Sample for reference
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4.4.2 Listing Quality Dashboard
• Definition:

Listing Quality Dashboard

The Listing Quality Dashboard is a tool on Seller Central that highlights important product
information for customers.
These recommendations aim to help you improve the exposure of your products, enabling better
experiences of product detail page, and reducing returns on your products.

• What does it do?

Check missings
Help Sellers check product lists and
attributes that require filling of missing
attributes.

Highlight major products, with
priority modification
Priority ranking, priority modification.
Allow ranking by search impression, and
priority filling of attributes for products
with high volume of impressions.

• Strengths:

1

2

3

4

Improve discovery: Customers filter their search results using specific attributes. Adding
these attributes will ensure that customers don’t miss your product when it meets the
customer requirements and the filters are used.
Enable the Product Overview experience (test version): Product Overview is a new experience
that will highlight important product attributes above the bullet points on the product detail
page. This will help customers evaluate your product easily and make a faster buying
decision. (Available only for a limited number of product types)
Potentially reduce customer returns: Customers often return products due to a lack of
critical product information on the product detail page (for example, compatibility features
for headphones and cables). By adding more information, you might reduce the number of
returns.
Take time-sensitive actions: The tool will highlight listing information that needs to be filled
in by a certain date in order to prevent possible suppression.

• Applicable Stores:
USA, India, 5 European countries, Japan
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• Way to check:
1. Click “Manage Inventory” from the “Inventory” drop-down menu.

Sample for reference

2. Click “Listing Quality Dashboard”

Sample for reference
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3. View the product missing attributes or directly enter the ASIN/SKU/product title in the search
bar to find the corresponding product (if no search results are returned, the product does not
have missing attributes to be filled in)

Sample for reference

4. Click the “View all X missing attributes” link to view all the important attributes that are
missing.

Sample for reference
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5. Follow the recommendations and fill in the missing attributes. Click “Save and close” once
you have filled in the attributes.

Sample for reference
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4.5 Quiz
Which of the following is not required to create a listing when using “Upload one at a
time”?

A. Product ID

B. Keywords and search
terms

C. Quotation details

D. Product images

Which sellers is the bulk upload tool available to?

A. Sellers with Professional Selling Plan

B. All sellers of Amazon

C. New sellers

D. Power sellers

Which of the following information can be automatically translated by Build
International Listings (BID)?

A. Image

B. A+

C. Product description

D. Review

Which of the following allows direct filling in the backend, intuitive and easy
operation?

A. Upload one at a time

B. Upload in bulk

C. Build International Listings

D. All above

Which item on the listing quality check sheet would affect the conversion rate?

A. Is the length of search term appropriate?

B. Can the main image be zoomed in?

C. Is A+ built?

D. Has a brand name?

Answer: DACAB
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Related Topics
Basics of Product Listing
• What is listing?
• Learn about the importance of listing via buying process
• Preparations before uploading listings
• Uploading steps and quality check

Paths: Amazon Seller Central > Performance > Seller University > Search course name
Quick links: Amazon Seller University North America Stores, Europe Stores, Japan Store
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Learning Feedback
If you found the content covered to be helpful for you, please light up the “
of the page to give your feedback, thank you!

Create product listing

Create product listing

” in the bottom right corner

1.4 - Uploading steps and quality check

1.4 - Uploading steps and quality check

Basics of Uploading Listing
Chapter 4

Was the content helpful to you? Light up the "√" at the bottom right of the page by just one click, and gain access to more practical learning materials!

Learn more about how to upload your listing and evaluate its quality.
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